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Lee's Model") is used to predict the local-mean of a
received signal along a mobile path where the mobile unit
travels. The standard derivation of prediction error by com= p , - lOylog (d/d,)+ a,, (in dBm) (1)
paring thepredicted values with the measured data is approximately 2-3 dB. The model is simple to implement and has a tion caused by the human-made structures only as shown in
theory to back it.
Fig. 1.

Most prediction models are used to predict the pathloss
along the radiopath. The radio path is the path fiom the basestation antenna to the mobile-station antenna. The pathloss
curve is generated from the measured data received along the
mobile path and ploued along the radio path. The standard
deviation is about 6-8 dB. Since a large standard deviation
from the prediction is hard to use to design a cellular system,
Lee's Model(') is used to predict the local mean along the
mobile path.

where P, is the received power in milliwatts at the distance
of dowhich can be 1 mile or 1 km, d is the distance with the
same unit as doand yis the slope of the pathloss in mobile radio
environment. 1Oyrepresentsthe dB value per decade. a. is the
connection factor when the actual condition is different from
the reference conditions which are specified as:
h, - antenna height at the cell site - 100 ft (or 30 m)
GI - antenna gain at the cell site - 6 dBd
P, - transmission power - low
hz- antenna height at the mobile unit - 10 ft (or 3 m)
Gm- antenna gain at the mobile unit - 0 dBd

11. ThePhilosoDhv of Forming Lee' Model

The pathloss curve of the suburban areas can be exIn a mobile radio environment, due U, the fact that the pressed as:
mobile antenna height is very close to the ground, the mobile
p , = (P - 46) - 61.7 dBm - 38.4logd
signal received from the base stationis affected by two factors.
One is due to the strong ground reflection which depends on
2014
+
h, + G,
the natural terrain contour along the radio path. The other is
100
due to the different human-made structures which result in
different excessive loss in different geographical areas.
where P is the ERP in dBm, d in miles, h, and h, in feet and
GmindBd. By setting Gm=0 dBd, Eq (2) can be simplified
These two causing factors are imbedded in the received as follows:
signal. In this model we try to predict two factors separately:
p , = p . 1 0 - ' ~ ..d3'"
~ ~ h2 (milliwatts) (3)
A. Caused by the human-made structures only
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+

lo log^

The human-made structures are different in different
cities and the terrain contours are not flat and vary from area
to area. If we try to obtain the received signal attenuation only
caused by the human-made structures,then the terrain contour
in the area has to be flat which is impossible in reality.
If PI of 32 dBu is received, then use the conversion
However, the average process of elevations at different spots between dBu and dBm at 850 MHz, dBm (=) dBu - 132, the
but at the same radio-path distance would wipe out the terrain value of 32 dBu converts to -100 dBm.
variation. Therefore, a pathloss curve with a careful averaging
process on the elevations would provide the signal attenuaSubstituting PI = 100 dBm into Eq (4) yields

3 3

VII. m
l
l Model

d = 0.348(h,0*5mx Po*=) (in miles) (5)

When the size of the cells is small, less than 1 Km, the
J3q (5) is the contour for a received power P, equals 32 street orientation and individual blocks of buildings make a
differencein signalreception,asmentidpviously. Those
mu.
street aientations and individual blocks of buildings do not
make any noticeable difference in reception when this signal
B. Adding the cause of terrain contour
is well attenuated at a distance over 1 Km. Over a large
For calmkiting the additional changes in the received distance,therelatively greatmobile radio propagation loss of
signal due to the terrain contour, we need an accurate terrain 40 dB/dec is due to the situation that two waves, direct and
database. There are four Conditions based on the terrain reflected. are more or less equal in strength. The local
contour situations which can be stated.
scatterers,i.e., buildings surrounding the mobile unit, reflect
this signal causing only the multipath fading not the pathloss
1. In a non-obstructivecondition
atthemobile unit. When thcccb aresmall, thesignalarriving
buildings which
at themobileunit is blocked by theindiFirstwehavetof~dthespecularrefl~tionpoint(seeFig. weakens the signal strength and is considered as part of the
2) at which the tangential line of that ground c w m is pathloss. Therefore we have to take another approach in our
intercepting at the cell-sitemmna location. 'I&1theefkc- prediction,tobedescribedinthbsectian.Insmallcellsweare
rive antenna height is o b t a i d by measuring the height from calculating the loss based on the dimensions of the building
the intercepting point to the antenna.
blocks. Since the ground incident angles of the waves are, in
general, small due to the low antenna heiihts used in small
The antenna-height-gainfactor is Ga
cells, the exact height of buildings in the middle of the
propagation paths is not important. as shown in fig. 6.
Therefore, only a top-view aerial photo map is used. We can
h
useair photos to calculate the praportional length of the direct
G,= 2Olog-L
wave
path being attenuated by the buiiding blocks. When the
hl
wave is not being blocked by the building it is a line-of-sight
2. In an obstructive condition
condition. From the measurementdata along the streets in an
open line-of-sight condition we find the lineof-sight signal
We can fmd the knife-edge diffiraction loss which is reception.
,P Also,from the measured signal Pa along the
illustrated in Fig. 3 with a parameter v
streets in out-of-sightconditions within the cells, we find the
additional signal attenuation % formula due to the ponion of
building blocks over the direct path by subtracting the received signal from p,,,,. The steps for forming an additional
(7)
signal attenuation formula a,, are as follows:

3. The condition of land-to-mobile over water

1. Calculate the total blockage length B by adding the
individual building blocks. For example, B = a + b + c at point
A shown in Fig. 7.

In this condition, there are two specular reflected waves
asshown in Fig.4. The three waves, one direct wave and two
2. Calculate the signal strength PIa for line-of-sight
reflectedwavesaddedatthemobilenctiva.Fesuluin a fke conditions.
spacelos@.
4.

The condition of land-to-boat over water

3. Measure the signal strength Pa for out-of-sightconditions.

In this condition (see Fig. 3, theR is only one strong
4. The local mean at point A is Pa (at A). The distance
specularreflected wave over the water, the result is the same from the base to the mobile unit is d,. The blockage length B
as open-area pathloss curve.
atpoint A isB = a + b+ c. Then the value of for a blockage
of B can be expressed as:
III. A Normalell Model
a, @ = a + b + c) = ,P (d = d,)- Pa (at d,)
The d - c e l l model is used for acell greaterthan 1km
in diameter and can be f m e d a s shown in Table 1.
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Then the additional signal attenuationcurve based on the
building blockageis found experimentallyas shown in Fig. 8.
The 5 curve was obtained at Irvine, California. The curve
shows the rapid attenuation occurred while B is less than 500
ft- When B is greater than 1,OOO ft-, a nearly constant value of
20dB attenuationis observed. It can be explainedby the street
comer phenomenonas shown in Fig. 9. The rapid attenuation
was seen on the mobile signal during the turning from one
street to another as B starting from 0 and increasing. After B
reaches500'thereceivedsignalstrengthP~
willremain 18dB
below the Pb as the distanced increases. The path lossesdue
toa lineaf-sight condition for a series of antennaheights have
been measured along many streets. The 9 dB/oct (or 30 dB/
dec) antenna height gain over an antenna height change is
usually observed in a small cell, as shown in Fig. 10. It is due
to the fact that the incident angle in the small cell is usually
larger than 10". In the smallcell prediction model we use the
twocurves,,
P and to predict the received signal strength.
Therefore, the Microcell (smallcell) model can be formed as:

that we are using a statistical prediction tool to predict the
signal in more or less deterministic conditions where the
propagation distance is short.
VIII. Full Prediction Model
A full prediction model will be superimposed on the
normal-cell model and the Microcell model to predict the
received signal strength in arange up to 15miles. Beyond this
distance,theradiohorizon may be considered. Theinterfering
signal is always weaker when it is coming from beyond the
radio horizon. It can be neglected in most cases in the mobile
radio system design.

Table 1.

condil~nsof the normalcell model
Efleded By

Condlins

Received
Power

Human-mado Srudures

I Natural Terrain

Where,
P is the line-of-sightpathloss (measured)and
is the additional loss due to the length of the total building
blocks B along the paths.
The expression to be evaluated is:

,P = 9 + 10(ye)logdl

(From Fig. 9)

(9)

a, = 10(y,)logB

(From Fig. 9)

(10)

4

Where Pois the intercept point at a distance do,d, is the
total distance. Usually d, is smaller than doin the small cell
prediction. yo is the line-of-sight pathloss slope. B is the
length of blocking. y, is the slope due to blocking.

P

d

= c +10(7,)10g~-10(7,)10g~

(11)

d.

This Microcell model has been verified in the areas of
k i n e and San Diego, California with good results, as shown
in Figs. 11 and 12.
In a hilly area,Eq (8) can be modified by adding the term
antenna height gain obtained from Fig. 10 as:

9 = P, -a,+ Wlog-h,

(12)
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The prediction from the Microcell model is not as accurate as that from the normal-cell model. This is due to the facl
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Figure 1 PropagationPathloss In Different Areas

Figwe 2 Effective Antenna Height Calculation

figure 7 Building Block Occupancy At Location A

figure 5 Land-To-Boat Over Water

B=a+b+c
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Figure 6 The Propagation Mechanics Of Low-Antenna Height At The Cell Sites
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Computatiooll Model
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Figure 8 Microcell Prediion Parameters
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Figure 10 Antenna Heighl Effect In Microcell Systems
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Figure 12 Comparison Of ?he Measured Data And
The Predicted Curve At Von Karmen, Irvine, CA
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